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Library year in review 2018

I am pleased to present an overview of the Library’s contribution towards  
the achievement of the University’s goals in learning, teaching and research.   
Staff have been the key to our success, and I thank them for their leadership  
and contribution. 

Janette Burke, University Librarian



• The Law Library was flooded in May, with the loss of over 4,000 books and the Law Library 
and Faculty of Law spaces extensively damaged.  Library staff worked in collaboration with 
student and staff volunteers, Infrastructure Services, Information Technology Services 
(ITS) and the Faculty to ensure Law students and staff were able to access temporary 
study spaces and collections. The Library negotiated with publishers to provide interim 
access to electronic resources where possible to mitigate loss of access to over 26,000 
print items that were temporarily moved to offsite store. Temporary study spaces were 
found for Postgraduates in the Morris Miller Library.  In collaboration with staff from the 
Law Faculty, Library, Uconnect and student representatives, meetings were established to 
plan for the refurbishment of the Law Library and to replace significant print collections.  
 

• A new University Librarian, Janette Burke was appointed and started on 28th May. 
Janette was interim University Librarian at Monash University and was previously Director 
at Monash University Library, responsible for information resources, including collections, 
international partnerships, and systems.  Janette has worked at Federation University,  
University of Wollongong, Central Queensland University and South Australia TAFE in  
various roles.  
 

• The Library was funded for the move and storage of 120,000 items from the Wilmot Store 
and the merger of the Music and Art Libraries in 2019.  The 120,000 items will be stored off-
site in commercial storage.    The Collection Management Policy was reviewed and updated 
to include discipline specific criteria.    Staff collaborated with the Colleges to determine the 
discipline specific criteria, particularly for Arts, Law, Music, Creative Arts, Humanities and 
Social Sciences.
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• The Digitised Cultural Experience project is a collaboration between the City of Launceston’s 
Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, University of Tasmania, and State Government bodies 
Libraries Tasmania (including the Tasmanian Archives and State Library) and the Tasmanian 
Museum and Art Gallery. A sub project of the Greater Launceston Transformation – Creating our 
Digital Future Project funded by the Australian Government, Department of Infrastructure, Re-
gional Development and Cities in late 2018.   The project commenced in late 2018 and aims to 
digitise and make discoverable the substantial cultural assets from Launceston and the region, 
sharing technology, expertise and knowledge. The project will cumulate in development of two 
extended reality products for education, due for completion in mid-2020.   This unique part-
nership has already resulted in the development of a Digital Access to Collections Framework. 
 

• The Library contributed to enhance the reputation of the University through the successful 
completion of several projects to improve discovery and access to unique University of 
Tasmania material including research outputs. These projects included making Research Out-
puts discoverable and accessible through the Open Access Repository and making material 
held in the Special and Rare collection database (SPARC) discoverable through the National 
Library of Australia’s TROVE repository.
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Our contribution to Research 
The Library’s Discovery team and Research Services Librarians:

• Implemented a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) minting service for grey literature,  
including theses, conference papers and data sets to improve discoverability.  DOIs offer 
a permanent web address and in 2018, 42 DOIs were minted.

• Led the copyright assessment of research outputs for the University’s ERA  
submission in 2018.

• The assessment was carried out between October 2017 and April 2018 and took 
place in conjunction with assessment of research outputs not eligible for ERA. 
Extensive searching and documented evidence were completed for 15 ERA case 
studies.

• Assessed 2177 research outputs, consisting of journal articles, books, book chapters, 
conference papers and creative works.  This constituted 46% of all research outputs 
assessed during 2018. There was an increase in journal articles and creative works 
in 2018 compared to the 2015 ERA submission and a marked decrease in the number 
of book chapters and conference papers submitted for assessment.

• Assessed a total of 4904 research outputs for copyright in 2018 with 25% given status 
of open or mediated access.

• Supported Office of Research Services to implement the University of Tasmania Open 
Access Policy, including substantial revision to Open Access subject guide, which was 
viewed over 1000 times from mid-October 2018 to 31 December.

• Contributed to the discoverability of University of Tasmania’s research outputs as part 
of the implementation of the Open Access Policy. This was achieved by duplicating rele-
vant metadata contained in the Research Management reporting Database (RMDB) into 
the Open Access Repository to utilise the enhanced discoverability of the OAR.  The 
project was a collaboration of staff within the Research Office, ITS and Library and since 
its launch in May 2018 has resulted in a significant increase in the number of people ac-
cessing research materials. To date over 7000 items have had their metadata migrated 
and this has contributed to an increase in downloads per month of more than 30% from 
the Open Access Repository.

• Worked with Student Learning Librarians to address a gap in support for coursework 
post-graduate Nursing students, developing a new subject guide on Evidence Based 
Practice.

• Contributed to the Research Data Portal project through the development of data man-
agement and data storage solutions for researchers.

• Provided specialised services for researchers across all Colleges; 86% of respondents 
to the 2018 Higher Degree Research Candidate Survey indicated they Agree or Strongly 
Agree that they are aware of how Library research services and staff can provide support. 
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Table 1: All consultations* by College and consultation mode
             *Consultations are with individuals, in response to a request  
                  for assistance and customised to individual needs. 
  

• Demand for guidance with systematic reviews was also demonstrated through the sig-
nificant jump in the use of the Systematic Reviews of Health subject guide, to over 
50,000 hits in 2018, five times that of the previous year. This included re-use requests from 
other universities around Australia and internationally. Research Services Librarians’ efforts 
and expertise with systematic reviews has been acknowledged in several papers as well as 
through invited co-authorship on a scoping review protocol. 

• Provided access to the specialised results screening tool, Covidence, to support the system-
atic review process.

Table 2: Consultation topics, often include multiple topics.
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Our contribution to the Student Experience

Planning for refreshed spaces started for the Morris Miller Library and Carington Smith Art 
Library in collaboration with Student Experience and Infrastructure teams. The Morris Miller 
Library refresh plans for 2019 included: 

• An additional 9 service pods and space for U Connect staff.
• Spaces for Student Services drop in activities.
• Additional casual and study seating.
• Three new group study rooms.

 
The Carington Smith Art Library started preparation for the addition of the Conservatorium 
Music Library in 2019. This included:  

• Closure of the Learning Hub, and computers moved to a new space in the Art Library.
• Updated and additional group and quiet study spaces with ergonomic chairs and spacious 

tables. 
• Preparation for the installation of new security gates.
• Preparation for the removal of the service counter and installation of 2 new service pods. 
• Two large seminar rooms bookable online by staff and students through the Library 

booking system.   

 
The Client survey was undertaken in 2018 with 4,239 respondents completing the survey. 
The survey enabled the Library to benchmark against 27 other Australian and New Zealand 
libraries. In 2018 we were in the bottom 25% of benchmark participants.

• Overall performance: 78.3 out of 100, down from 79.5
• Overall satisfaction:   5.54 out of 7, down from 5.69

 
The survey highlighted the need to improve: 

• Computer availability
• Places to work in a group
• Quiet study spaces
• Anticipating clients learning and research needs
• Informing clients about Library services 

The Library performed well in the provision of: 
• Wireless access
• Accurate answers to enquiries
• Remote access to resources
• Opening hours
• Provision of Library information resources to help you to be successful at university

I
In response to the survey feedback and comments the Library:

• Increased computer availability in Morris Miller Library
• An additional 160 new ergonomic chairs were provided in Morris Miller, Art, Clinical 

and Launceston Libraries in response to comments about unsuitable furniture for 
study. 

• Reviewed the Library website and the way information was communicated and improved 
subject guides to provide up to date information about services and resources. 

• Increased the usage of student emails to highlight resources and services



Outreach and engagement

The University Cultural Collections moved to the Library portfolio with the Fine Art Collection, 
Tyler Collection and John Elliot Classics Museum reporting to the Library and the Library hav-
ing oversight of the Colleges’ cultural collections.  A University Cultural Collections and Exhibi-
tions website was developed improving discovery and access to the Collections and Academy 
Gallery.  The website will be launched in 2019. 

•	 John Elliot Classics Museum engaged with schools offering activities and workshops 
to primary and secondary schools throughout the year. The continued support and attend-
ance of teachers and students reflects the value placed on the learning experience the 
Museum offers. The artefacts are an important primary source of information relevant to 
the study of ancient civilizations and the Museum’s collection is particularly important for 
students studying the development of ancient art as part of the curriculum.

• Over 900 students participated in workshops, the majority engaging in hands-on activities 
in addition to a facilitated exploration of the Museum collection. Two groups from distant 
schools, a Yr. 11/12 group from Scotch Oakburn College and the Yr. 7 class from Tasman 
District School visited the Museum.

• Other visitors included community groups such as Probus Clubs and history groups, and 
various international delegations as part of University tours.   

•	 Fine Art Collection, Registrar and Keeper, hosted patron Frances Tyler in March 
and accompanied her to Canberra to meet with Romanian Ambassador Her  
Excellency, Nineta Barbulescu. Mrs Tyler visited the Tyler exhibition on display at the  
Romanian Embassy and attended Embassy celebrations for the national centenary/50 years 
diplomatic relationship with Australia.

Library expertise in digital collections was instrumental in establishing a mutually beneficial part-
nership with the successful ARC LIEF grant application:  Creating a Unique Open Access Database 
on Antarctic Law and Governance. This project is collating, describing and digitising the Bush Col-
lection, a private, historic collection of documents from Antarctic treaty negotiations, gathered 
over a thirty-year period by Australian Department of Foreign Affairs lawyer, Mr William Bush. The 
Library provided platform infrastructure, expertise in metadata and collection organisation. This 
project uses Access to Memory (AtoM) software, which is the Library’s online archival management 
system, and is part of a pilot in the implementation of Archivematica, a digital preservation tool. 

Special and Rare Collections have over 170 private deposit collections described and 
uploaded into the Library’s online archival collection.  This includes over 1600 digital objects 
and images, and over 3000 individual item records. 
 
The Library participated in the development of a Digital Access to Collections Framework 
with the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, Queen Victoria Museum and Art 
Gallery, Libraries Tasmania and State Archives. The collaboration with the Tasmanian 
Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums continued with the successful bid for funding from 
the Greater Launceston Transformation – creating our digital future submission, including the 
Digitised Cultural Experience sub project application.  The project will enable the 4 participating 
institutions to implement a collection management and preservation system and a single discov-
ery layer for Tasmania’s cultural collections.  
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Exhibition highlights

The Library launched Exhibit, an online exhibition platform powered by Omeka S.  As the first 
Australian site and only second internationally to use Omeka S the Library is leading the world 
in the execution of this software. Library Systems has enhanced the discoverability of unique 
material held within the Special and Rare Collection of the University working with the National 
Library of Australia to have this material harvested and included in the TROVE repository.

The University Academy Gallery showcased the works of students, staff, local, state and 
international artists. Exhibition partners included University of Tasmania’s Colleges, local fes-
tivals such as Blooming Tasmania and organisations such as MONA.  Exhibitions included: 
•	 SPEED: mobility & exchange presented in partnership with MONA FOMA, Launceston. The 

exhibition included objects from the University’s Fine Art Collection; Library Collection; 
John Elliot Classics Museum; School of Physical Sciences; Engineering and Geological Col-
lections. The exhibition broke all previous attendance records. 

•	 Embodied Landscapes: Susan Henderson.  A tribute to Dr. Susan Henderson, previous 
Head of Drawing and Painting at the School of Creative Arts (Inveresk) showcased her ret-
rospective works from large-scale ink paintings to an ephemeral installation. 

•	 The Car Show exhibition held in partnership with School of Engineering and ICT was opened 
by the Vice Chancellor. The Car show was managed by students and participants gained 
invaluable real-world experience in practical engineering, project management and team 
work. 

•	 Towards an Origin: Michael Kay exhibition included a series of maker workshops and artist 
talks.  Kay’s exhibition formed part of the Academy Gallery X Factor Program. The X Factor 
Program aims to assist and promote mid-career artists who have established significant 
profiles as creative producers. 

Without the extensive contribution from the Academy Gallery Volunteer Club the exhibitions  
would not have been possible.

 

The Morris Miller Library and Special & Rare held several exhibitions including:  

•	 Fashioning Play: Cosplay, Costume, and Recreation exhibition suported by the Asia Insti-
tute Tasmania, with costumes from 2007-2017. Organised by Dr. Emerald King, an ex UTAS 
graduate.

•	 Charles Darwin coincided with Darwin’s visit to Van Diemen’s Land in 1836, displaying 
items from the collection and items from the Geology Rock Collection and the Zoology 
Teaching Collection.  

•	 TasPop by the Tasmanian Pop Culture Society, a not-for-profit TUU society.
•	 Olive Pink coincided with the publication of Gillian Ward’s book Olive Pink: artist, activist & 
gardener	-	a	life	in	flowers and a visit from Olive Pink’s great-nieces. Olive Pink bequeathed 
her collection to the University of Tasmania. 

•	 Australian Book Design Awards annual travelling exhibition of the prize winners.
•	 Louisa Anne Meredith (1812-1895) exhibition formed part of The Royal Society of Tasmania 

Society’s 175th anniversary celebrations.
•	 Poles Apart: Fascination, Fame and Folly featured items highlighted in The Royal Society of 

Tasmania’s 2018 publication on the last two frontiers on Earth – the Antarctic and the 
Arctic.
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Key Acquisitions, donations and loans

• Items acquired for the Fine Art Collection included:  

• A set of four early photographic works by Pat Brassington.
• Four portraits by Owen Lade.
• One sculptural 2D work by Lucia Usmiani. 

• Donations included:  

• Four Cypriot pots donated by Mrs Kit Clarke to the John Elliot Classics Museum. The pots 
are examples of both form and decorative technique previously lacking from the col-
lection and are a valuable addition to the Museum’s Cypriot material. 

• Books donated by the family of Olive Pink and digital images and books donated 
from Colin Dennison to the Library.

• The Fine Art Collection received donations of a Portrait of Sir Douglas Parker by Fred 
Fullerton and three prints by Milan Milojevic. 

• Art works, architectural plans, and a folio of assorted manuscript fragments from 
Christ College.

• Items lent included:  

• A number of Roman glass artefacts were lent to the Ian Potter Museum of Art, Uni-
versity of Melbourne, for the exhibition ‘Liquid Form: Ancient and contemporary 
glass.

• Special & Rare items continued to provide items for external exhibitions such as 
Abercrombie lecture: a biennial lecture and exhibition and Beezlebub’s Pub exhibi-
tion at TMAG.

• Fine Art Collection lent a sculpture by Peter Mattire to the ‘Speed’ exhibition at 
Inveresk and three artworks by artists Tracey Moffatt, Peter Booth and Bill Henson 
lent to the St Giles ‘Mystery Walls’ exhibition at QVMAG. 
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External Committee membership

• GLAM Peak Digital Access Working Group
• Council of Australian University Librarians
• Launceston Smart Cities, Digital Cultural Experience Project
• Proquest Australia and New Zealand Customer Advisory Board
• Wiley Asia-Pacific Library Advisory Board

Presentations and Publications 

• Beale, J. 2018 ‘Lesson learnt on disaster preparedness in the wake of 2018 flood event in 
Hobart’ University Recordkeepers and Archivists Australasia (AURA) Forum 13 September 
2018

• Ford, K, Campbell, SJ, Carter, B & Earwaker, L   2018, ‘The concept of child-centered care 
in healthcare: a scoping review protocol’, JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Imple-
mentation Reports, vol. 16, no. 4, 845–851, DOI: 10.11124/JBISRIR-2017-003464

• Kerby M, Bywaters M, & Baguley M, ‘Australian War Memorials: A nation re-im-
agined’, 2018 Palgrave Handbook of Artistic and Cultural Responses to War since 1914: 
The British Isles, the United States and Australasia, Palgrave Macmillan, M Kerby,  
M Baguley and J McDonald (ed), United Kingdom, pp. 553-573. ISBN 978-3-319-96985-5 

• MacDonald A, Bywaters M, & Wightman K, ‘Cultivating quality professional learn-
ing partnerships between schools, universities and other stakeholders: take-aways 
from two Tasmanian case studies’, 2018 ATEA & TEFANZ Conference: Teacher Ed-
ucation in and for Uncertain Times - Conference Handbook & Abstracts, 3-6 July 2018,  
Melbourne, Australia, pp. 55. (2018)

• Rose, Rachael, 2018. ‘Corneliu Petrescu and the Tyler Collection – the Art of Friendship’ 
presented at Romania 100 – looking forward through the past. Society for Romanian Stud-
ies Conference, Bucharest. 

• Seymour, Libby & Shaw, Kim, Connecting Collections: crossing institutional and organisa-
tional divides to showcase eResearch with Omeka S (Lightening Talk), Digital Humanities 
Australasia 2018, 25-28 September 2018, University of South Australia, Adelaide South 
Australia.

• Seymour, Libby & Shaw, Kim. Exhibit, our Library’s Omeka S web publishing platform – Col-
lections & sites that are part of the web, not just on it. Digital Humanities Pathways Forum, 
4 September 2018, University of Tasmania, Hobart Tasmania.

• Shaw, Kim, Seymour, Libby & Dewis, Katrina. University library leads the way with on-
line exhibitions [online]. Incite, Vol. 39, No. 9/10, Sep/Oct 2018:12. Availability: <https://
search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;dn=855413835062505;res=IELAPA> ISSN: 
0158-0876.
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Resource sharing, extending  
access to Library collections 

• Document Delivery
• Items Received 5505 down 9.76%
• Items Supplied 746 up 33.63%

• BONUS+
• Items Received 4476 down 8.19%
• Items Supplied 3943 down 24.75%

Reading Lists created 828 
down 1.3%

Open Access Repository  
(OAR) usage:  

• 549,667 theses downloaded, up 82% 
• 25,621 items in the repository, up 25% 
• 910,946 downloads, up 24% 
• 7,263,143 total downloads of items  

since 2008 
• Top 5 countries downloading 

1.  Australia
2.  United States
3.  China
4.  Germany
5.  United Kingdom

Visits 

•	 Libraries: 946,584    
Down 8.3%   
*Note:	Law	Library	floods	impacted	
on visits for 7 months,  Art Library 
gates out of order. 

•	 Academy Gallery: 7791

Collections 
 
• Print titles: 546,816 
• Ebook titles: 324,452  

    Views:  2,989,297 up 10%
• Ejournals titles:  245,240 

     Full text article requests: 
     3,366,079 up 10%

Library Guides  
viewed 970,507 up 10% 

• Referencing and assignment  
writing library guide viewed  
524,209 up 24% 

Quick overview                                   Figures relate to 2017 compared with 2018
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“Christ's College”, water colour by Bishop Nixon, 1849 :  
Christ College Collection UA17 : UTAS Library Special & Rare Collections

“High School, Hobart Town” designed by Alexander Dawson, 1848,  
Royal Society of Tasmania Collection RS 146/2 : UTAS Library Special & Rare Collections
https://eprints.utas.edu.au/11394/ 

 
“Auxiliary Ketch Lenna at Hobart Regatta 1957”
Dennison Collection 2017/3-AK20 : UTAS Library Special & Rare Collections
https://sparc.utas.edu.au/index.php/auxiliary-ketch-lenna-at-hobart-regatta-1957 

“Mayfield	Jetty,” 
Parker Collection P1/35-79 : UTAS Library Special & Rare Collections
https://sparc.utas.edu.au/index.php/mayfield-jetty
 

“Annunciation” 
Tyler Collection of Romanian and Modern Art : University of Tasmania 
https://tylercollection.omeka.net/items/show/1955 

“James White, Recorder of Titles, Hobart “
Midwood Collection M7/6 : UTAS Library Special & Rare Collections
https://sparc.utas.edu.au/index.php/james-white

, 
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